Abstract. Understanding and optimizing multithreaded execution is a significant challenge. Numerous research and industrial tools debug parallel performance by combing through program source or thread traces for pathologies including communication overheads, data dependencies, and load imbalances. This work takes a new approach: it ignores any underlying pathologies, and focuses instead on pinpointing the exact locations in source code that consume the largest share of execution. Our new metric, ParaShares, scores and ranks all basic blocks in a program based on their share of parallel execution. For the eight benchmarks examined in this paper, ParaShare rankings point to just a few important blocks per application. The paper demonstrates two uses of this information, exploring how the important blocks vary across thread counts and input sizes, and making modest source code changes (fewer than 10 lines of code) that result in 14-92% savings in parallel program runtime.
Introduction
With massive-scale data to analyze, explosive growth in server and mobile core counts, and multithreading making its way into mainstream language specifications such as C++ [22] , parallel software is officially ubiquitous. All parallel applications share the same fundamental goal of making the best use of resources: time, power, money, or some combination of these. To honor this goal, programs must be performant, bug-free, scalable, and not overly difficult to write or debug. Parallel program optimization poses particular challenges, as developers must uncover and address a nearly unbounded catalog of potential inefficiencies arising at any level of the stack, from relatively high level algorithmic and design choices, to program inputs, to source language implementation, to thread library selection, to operating system configurations, and the target hardware platform. Correcting performance inefficiencies requires programmers to have knowledge of, and potentially, take action at, multiple levels of the stack.
Many research and industrial tools have been introduced over the years to help programmers correct parallel performance inefficiencies. Generally these tools employ one of two broad strategies. The first is to look for specific kinds of errors, sometimes within targeted program regions such as a program's critical path. For example, tools may identify load imbalances [4] , long waits [16, 8] , lock contention [23, 6] , I/O blocking [18] , or unnecessary I/O [5] . One issue with this approach is that each type of inefficiency may need its own tool or search procedure. The second general strategy is to troll for multiple or broader types of problems by tracking hardware and system events. Some tools track thread traces and program runtimes to predict which threads will scale poorly in future runs [9, 12] . Other tools take a hardware perspective, monitoring instruction counts, CPU utilization, thread preemption rates, and cache latencies [14, 7, 26, 15, 21, 1] . Unfortunately, linking hardware events back to software can pose a number of challenges. For example, event data may need to be aggregated across parallel threads. Additionally, it is often difficult to connect certain events precisely to software, meaning that areas of code identified as problematic may be large. This paper utilizes a third strategy for performance debugging. ParaShares identify very tiny regions of code that take up the majority of multithreaded execution, agnostic to the type or cause of underlying performance pathologies. Their only goal is to precisely point programmers to the lines in their program that would benefit most from optimizations. A ParaShare is a rankable score that measures each basic block's share of a total parallel program's execution. The rankings are similar to hot block analyses that report the most frequently executed basic blocks and their CPU use. However, ParaShares factor in the degree of program parallelism at each block execution, providing a more accurate reflection of a block's contribution to wall-clock execution time. The weighting scheme downgrades the importance of blocks that execute during highly parallel program phases. As a result, it ranks blocks that mostly run during serial phases relatively higher in importance as they tend to consume a greater fraction of runtime.
Per block parallelism weights are enabled by parallel block vector (PBV) profiling [17] , a recent technique which was introduced for the purpose of improving micro-architectural design. In the next section, we explain this new application of PBVs in more detail, comparing ParaShares to existing analyses and motivating the use of such a precise and fine-grained performance debugging tool (Sect. 2). We then present a step by step procedure for collecting and analyzing ParaShares (Sect. 3). Finally, using ParaShares for eight benchmark applications, we examine how the key optimization points move as input size and parallelism vary (Sect. 4.1), and make small, ParaShare-targeted source code changes that, although only a few lines apiece, speed the benchmarks 14-92%(Sect. 4.2).
ParaShares
ParaShares are a new way to rank the basic blocks in a parallel program according to their relative multithreaded runtime contributions. This section defines ParaShares, describes how they differ from traditional hot block analyses, gives readers a first look at experimentally collected ParaShares, and makes a case for analyses that focus on fine-grained regions of code.
